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Abstract:  

In military bridge evaluation, acceptable life-safety risk in crossings should be aligned 
with the acceptable life-safety risk of the associated military operation. A continuum of 
acceptable life-safety risk exists for military operations, thus a continuum of acceptable 
life-safety risk for military vehicles crossing bridges exists. The paper relates military 
mission life-safety acceptable risk levels to acceptable bridge crossing life-safety risk in 
an approximate quantitative manner. A continuum of acceptable life-safety risk for 
military bridge crossings provides flexibility in mission planning and execution, while 
providing engineers a basis to conduct military bridge evaluation that is consistent with 
the mission intent. 
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1. Acceptable Risk for Military Bridges 
Effective application of Limit State Design (similar to Load and Resistance Factor 
Design (LRFD)) principles requires the probabilistic quantification of loads and 
resistances and selection of suitable target reliability indices, typically on the basis of 
acceptable life-safety risk [1]. Target reliability indices for structural design are 
normally calibrated for the design of individual elements within a structural system. 
The reliability of the system, which is indicative as to the life-safety risk of using the 
structure, correlates to the reliability of its structural elements. Acceptable bridge 
crossing risk in the context of military operations has not been previously explored 
and thus needs to be defined. “Acceptable levels of risk attaining a limit state, to be 
used as targets in design, should be assessed with due regard to the social and econom-
ic criteria applicable to the structures under consideration” [2]. Without a defined 
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acceptable risk and probabilistic quantification of military vehicle loads, Limit-States-
based bridge design and evaluation methods will not be adopted for general military 
use. 

The quantification of acceptable life-safety risk, defined herein as the annual 
probability of fatality, must reflect unique circumstances when evaluating bridges for 
military use. Given the unlimited liability expected of those in military service, the 
acceptable life-safety risk for military personnel may be higher than that for the 
civilian population they serve [3]. This paper therefore seeks to define the maximum 
acceptable life-safety risk based solely on such considerations of social acceptability, 
i.e., without considering economic, optimization, or other factors. This therefore 
represents an upper limit of life-safety risk for military bridge evaluation. As defined 
by Mauch [4], this paper investigates objective risk, where for example “[a]n activity 
that produces 20 events in a decade with an effect of one fatality per event is assigned 
the same risk value as a single serious event during a decade with 20 fatalities” [4]. 
However, subjectively there is an aversion, given the same objective risk, for a greater 
number of fatalities per event [4]. Further investigation is required to quantify this 
aspect in a military context, where an additional factor may be applied where appro-
priate in evaluation. This is likely a worthwhile area of future research given, risk 
aversion to multiple fatality events qualitatively increases the “perception of risk to 
oneself, jeopardizing of the activity as a whole (e.g., in the military)” [4]. Where an 
enhanced perception of risk can impact the effectiveness of military units through 
increased levels of individual and collective stress, unwillingness to follow orders, and 
loss of unit cohesion, all of which could have an impact on mission success. 

Previous research by Sykora et. al. [5], investigates socially acceptable risk crite-
ria in structural element target reliability levels for the evaluation of bridges during 
emergency and crisis situations. Sykora et. al. [5] consider the risk associated with 
uncommon accidents as acceptable for “members of the rescue corps” during these 
situations. This further illustrates that, much like military personnel, it may be socially 
acceptable for certain individuals to assume a greater life-safety risk in the use of 
a structure under certain circumstances. Unlike Sykora et. al. [5], to avoid the system 
specific complexities associated with relating different levels of system reliability with 
associated structural element reliabilities, this paper only investigates the acceptable 
levels of risk of a structural system for a spectrum of military operations. 

2. Acceptable Risk and Military Operations  
Military operations inherently expose armed forces personnel to heightened risk levels 
due to [6]: 

• the need for rapid execution of tasks; 
• exposure to heavy specialized equipment; 
• need to handle hazardous equipment and material (including lethal weapon sys-

tems whose intent is to maim or kill); 
• exposure to actions of enemy forces; 
• exposure to actions of friendly forces, such as friendly fire. 

It is deemed acceptable that military personnel assume these heightened risk lev-
els in light of the function they perform for the society they serve [3]. The purpose of 
a military fighting force is to impose the will and desire of the nation-state through the 
threat of force or the application of force up to and including the use of deadly force to 
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achieve a political purpose. “By its very nature, the application of force will place 
individuals and resources in harm’s way” [7]. 

2.1. Mission Planning Factors and Life-safety Risk  
When conducting mission analysis, military planners must balance the cost of poten-
tial death or injury of personnel to the benefits of achieving the mission objective. At 
times, this requires some individuals to assume disproportionally higher risks than 
others. In military operations, exposing a few individuals to very high risk levels can 
ensure reduced risk to all other personnel involved in the operation. Given the com-
plexities of both risk and military operations, risk management tools are implemented 
“to provide a decision process that will aid planners in identifying, analyzing, evaluat-
ing and controlling all types of risk” [7]. “A clear process of risk management is 
required in military planning to ensure that threats are fully considered, appropriate 
measures are taken to minimize their effects and that risk decisions are fully under-
stood” [7]. In general, this process involves [8]: 

• identifying hazards; 
• determining impact these hazards have on mission accomplishment in terms of 

probability and consequence 
• developing controls to mitigate the risk associated with hazards; 
• developing, analyzing, and comparing courses of actions; 
• deciding on a course of action; 
• implementing of risk mitigation controls during task execution; 
• supervising and re-evaluating during mission execution (which include adjust-

ing to changes in the known situation);  
• evaluating the mission to summarize lessons learned for next risk analysis cy-

cle. 
A main tenet of this process is to ensure that unnecessary risks are avoided, and 

that additional risk is only accepted “if the benefits outweigh the potential costs or 
losses” [8]. In the risk management process, even after risk mitigating measures are in 
place, residual risk will always exist; it is left to the commander to “decide whether to 
accept the level of residual risk to accomplish the mission” [8]. If the residual risk is 
greater than what has been deemed acceptable by higher command guidance, then 
subordinate commanders must “seek the higher commander’s approval to accept risks” 
[8] or change the mission scope to reduce the residual risk to an acceptable level. 

2.2. Mission Risk Assessment 
Risk Management for CF Operations [7], provides a risk assessment matrix used in the 
risk management process where risks are defined in the context of accomplishing the 
mission. Similar to Canadian civilian standards [1], military mission risk is defined as 
the product of consequences and the associated probability of occurrence. Although 
expected personnel loss (which is essentially life-safety risk during the execution of 
the mission) is closely associated with the risk of not accomplishing the mission, 
defining mission risk does not categorically identify the acceptable life-safety risk to 
personnel [9]. Although the aim is to minimize losses while achieving the mission 
objective, it might be warranted to increase the risk of mission failure to lower the life-
safety risk to personnel or, conversely, to increase life-safety risk to minimize risk of 
mission failure. This decision is based on other considerations such as “the public 
reaction to [personnel] loss against national, strategic, operational or tactical objec-
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tives” [7] and the consequences of mission failure. Where at its extreme when 
“a leader’s survival or when a regime, political, religious, ideological, or economic 
system is at stake, virtually any level of risk may be acceptable” [9]. 

2.3. Acceptable Life-safety Risk 
When evaluating mission risk, the commander must consider the costs and benefits of 
having personnel assume additional risk to achieve the mission. Quantification of the 
appropriate life-safety risk while maintaining an acceptable likelihood of achieving the 
mission is a complicated procedure that uses incomplete situational information. It 
relies on personal experience and other human qualities, such as morale and esprit de 
corps, which are difficult to quantify methodically. Regardless of how a commander 
determines the appropriate life-safety risk for various sub-elements under his or her 
command, this information must be conveyed in a manner that is both reliable and 
easily understood. Wight [9] describes life-safety based on Acceptable Risk Levels 
(ARLs), shown in Tab. 1, that “would be a commander’s directive to subordinates to 
shape further planning and execution decisions that specifies what level of potential 
losses is acceptable in order to achieve the mission objectives” [9]. These ARLs, are 
appropriate for use for engineering systems since they can be quantified in terms of 
probability of fatality per year. Where the probability of fatality per year, Pfyr, was not 
explicitly stated by Wight [9], these have been computed for each battle or conflict 
shown using  
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where: 
• nd denotes the number of military fatalities in the conflict; 
• np is the total number of military personnel involved in the conflict; 
• T is the duration of the conflict in years. 

Equation (1) is derived assuming that probability of fatality and total number of 
personnel remains constant over the duration of the conflict. In fact, the actual proba-
bility of fatality varies throughout the conflict. 

3. Acceptable Risk for Military Personnel during Bridge Crossing  
Tab. 1 indicates clearly that, in military operations, a continuum of acceptable risk 
exists that depends on the conflict, operation, mission and individual. It would clearly 
be unreasonable to assign a single value to the acceptable risk for participation by 
military personnel in ancillary activities during military operations. There should 
therefore be a continuum of acceptable risk for military traffic crossing bridges that is 
aligned with the Acceptable Risk Level (ARL) of the military operation. Although 
other factors must be accounted for to quantify the optimum level of risk [1], this 
acceptable risk represents the upper bound risk level that should be accepted for bridge 
crossings. Military planners should also consider if civilian traffic (vehicular or pedes-
trian) will be present when military vehicles are traversing the bridge. In this case, the 
civilians would be exposed to the same risk as the military personnel, so the accepta-
ble risk may be lowered from that corresponding to the ARL to that considered 
acceptable for civilians. This socially acceptable risk for civilians will depend on the 
situation. 
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Tab. 1 Acceptable Risk Level (ARL) and associated annual probability of fatality  
for conflict or battle within ARL 

ARL 

Order of magni-
tude of probability 

of fatality per 
year (%) 

Example 
within ARL 

Probability of fatality per 
year (%) for all persons 
involved unless specified 

otherwise  

Negligible 0.01 

This is general 
population rate 

of death for  
20-24 year olds 

All Causes 0.06a) 

Non-Disease 
Related 

0.04a) 

Low 0.10 

Operation Iraqi 
Freedom  

2003-2007 (US) 

All Causes  0.42[11] 

Combat Only  0.34[11] 

Kandahar, 
Afghanistan 
2006-2011 
(Canada) 

Personnel in 
Kandahar  

0.96[12, 13] 

Personnel Inside 
Airfieldb)  

0.06[12, 13] 

Moderate 1.0 

Personnel 
Outside Air-

fieldb) 

1.9[12, 13] 

Vietnam War 
1965-1974 (US) 

All Causes  2.2 [11] 
Combat Only  1.8 [11] 

High 10 

Battle of the 
Bulge (US) 

All Causes  
16 Dec 1944  

to 25 Jan 1945  

25 c) 

All Causes  
19 Dec 1944 
 – 6 Jan 1945 

(101st Airborne 
only) 

45d) 

Battle of Britain 
WWII (Allied) 

Combat Only 
(active pilots 

only) 

49e) 

Extreme 70 to approaching 
100 

Kamikaze 
Missions WWII 

(Japan) 
- 

 
a) Tab. 2 – Annual deaths per 100 000 persons aged 20-24 years [10] 
b) Assumed half troops at airfield at all times. Average number of troops is  2 595 

 with 141 fatalities outside the airfield, 5 fatalities inside the airfield 
c) 610 000 US troops, 19 000 fatalities, duration of 40 days [14] 
d) 11 800 troops (101st Airborne), 341 fatalities, duration of 18 days [15] 
e) 2 367 allied pilots, 446 fatalities, duration of 113 days [16] 
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The concept of differing risk levels for bridges based on the type of military op-
eration is not new. During World War II, Britain developed a military-specific 
classification for roughly 40 000 bridges of importance throughout the country [17]. In 
establishing allowable stresses to calculate bridge strengths, Chetteo [17] states: 
“Clearly, when the country was in danger of invasion, the use of normal stresses 
would have laid too much restriction on military movements”. Such classification 
would be used during“… actual fighting or manoeuvres – and it was felt that the 
stresses chosen should be as high as possible – subject to the proviso that a reasonable 
number of the heaviest loads allowable would not damage the bridges”. A higher 
allowable stress of 50 % in excess of normal was used to assess and classify bridges. 
In some cases, dual classifications were given with the lower classification based on 
allowable stresses of 25 % in excess of normal [17]. In the case of “dual classifica-
tions, the military authorities were asked to use the lower or “routine” figure whenever 
possible” [17]. For more extreme situations“… it was made clear to the military 
authorities that the assessment made did not represent the ultimate strength of the 
bridges, and that, if necessary in the course of actual fighting, loads perhaps twice as 
great could have been taken across without actual collapse, though the bridges might 
be irreparably damaged in so doing” [17]. Given that a land invasion of Britain in 
World War II might have allowed for a HIGH or EXTREME ARL for Allied Forces in 
the conduct of warfighting, it is reasonable that greater risks of bridge failure were 
deemed acceptable following Chetteo’s recommendations. 

3.1. NATO Standardized Agreement 2021 – “Risk Crossing”  
NATO Standardized Agreement 2021 [18] specifies that if a vehicle with a specified 
Military Load Classification (MLC) that“… is less than or equal to the MLC of the 
bridge..., the vehicle can cross the bridge…; otherwise it must be diverted”. Howev-
er,“… under exceptional operational conditions, this prohibition may be lifted on 
special decision of the theatre commander in the operational zone, or on that of civil 
authorities in areas under their control”. These exceptions would be considered “risk 
crossings”. Given that each mission within a military operation has an ARL that would 
correspond to a unique level of risk during bridge crossings, a crossing need not be 
considered a “risk crossing” that required theatre commander approval unless the risk 
level corresponding to the ARL of the mission was exceeded. There could be further 
restrictions for bridges along designated Main Supply Routes (MSRs), where a bridge 
failure may result in strategic consequences. This would give lower levels of command 
the flexibility necessary to gain the initiative in higher risk missions. If mission risk 
analysis indicated that crossing a certain bridge was required for mission success, and 
this activity was a lower risk than the ARL of the operation, it would not require 
higher command approval since this risk is implicitly allowed given the ARL set by 
higher command. 

3.2. Acceptable Risk Level (ARL) and Maximum Allowable Probability of Bridge 
Fatality  
To quantify the appropriate bridge crossing risk by the military in the absence of 
civilians, an acceptable risk baseline is necessary. The life-safety risk due to bridge 
failure during a crossing should be lower than that for the associated military activi-
ties, which is the ARL or the expected losses of the military operation. 
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Acceptable risk for civilian bridge design and evaluation has been defined and is 
the basis of the calibration of civilian Limit State Design standards. The annual risk of 
fatality associated with bridges in Canada is in the order of 0.1 × 10−6, which “has been 
associated with a satisfactory fatality rate for bridge users” [19]. Railway lines have 
deemed that 1 × 10−6 is an acceptable annual probability of fatality [20]. In comparing 
the fatality rates of different activities, Menzies [21] found that for short and medium 
span bridges the maximum annual “socially acceptable risk of accidental death to 
members of the public associated with normal highway bridge collapse [is 1 × 10−6 per 
year]”. Menzies [21] approached the problem using the fatal accident rate of driving 
by car of 150 × 10−6 as an upper bound and the background fatal accident rate at home 
of 10 × 10−6 as a lower bound. The “statistics for all types of accident suggest that 
a fatal accident rate of about [20 × 10−6] would be an acceptable value relating to 
bridge collapse” [21]. He lowered this value upon consideration of subjective attitudes 
associated with voluntary and involuntary exposure to risk, concluding “on the basis 
that the risk of loss of life caused by bridge collapse is an involuntary one, the ac-
ceptable probability for such an event is in the region of 0.1 × 10−6 to 1 × 10−6” [21]. 

Adopting Menzies’ perspective, it could be argued that military activities in Can-
ada, including bridge crossings, are voluntary. Thus under a NEGLIGIBLE ARL it 
would be deemed acceptable for military personnel to assume an annual life-safety 
risk during a bridge crossing of 20 × 10−6. However, given that the Canadian Depart-
ment of National Defence (DND) under its Ammunition Safety Program suggests that 
“the organization must strive to meet high standards in terms of accident prevention” 
[22] with annual probability of fatality due to an accident related to ammunition of 
about 20 × 10−6 (22 deaths between 1983-2005, with the assumption of roughly 50 000 
personnel) it would seem necessary, under normal peacetime circumstances, to lower 
the annual probability of fatality to 1 × 10−6 as proposed by Menzies [21]. 

Tab. 2 shows the annual death rates of Canadians due to various causes as report-
ed by Statistics Canada [10]. The average annual probability of fatality for all causes, 
excluding disease, for Canadians aged between 20 and 24 years is 407 × 10−6. The 
societal acceptable annual life-safety risk for bridge crossings is 1 × 10−6 or 1 / 400th of 
the average annual probability of fatality for all causes, excluding disease, for Canadi-
ans aged between 20 and 24 years of age. Thus the life-safety risk for bridge crossings 
by military personnel could reasonably be taken as 1 / 400 of the associated ARL. 

Fig. 1 shows this relationship between probability of bridge fatality and ARL. 
The annual risk of fatality is maintained at 1 / 400th the ARL, and so increases linearly 
with ARL for ARL greater than 0.04%. Thus 
 ARL0 ff PSP = , (2) 

where: 
• Pf0 is the acceptable annual probability of military personnel fatality due to 

bridge failure; 
• PfARL is annual probability of fatality corresponding to the ARL; 
• S is the constant of proportionality, taken as 1 / 400 = 0.0025. 

For PfARL < 0.04 %, the annual fatality risk limit of 1 × 10−6 proposed by Menzies 
[21] governs. This relationship seems appropriate when the ARL is LOW or MOD-
ERATE, where the risk associated with bridge crossings is negligible compared to all 
other risks assumed by military personnel. At these ARLs it is expected that military 
units at the end of the operation or mission will remain fit for further combat [9]. 
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Tab. 2 Annual deaths per 100 000 persons aged 20-24 years [10] 

Cause of Death Year Average 
2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 

Disease 16.6 17.8 14.2 15.1 14.9 15.7 
Intentional Self-Harm 

(Suicide) 
13.2 11.7 12.8 11.2 11.9 12.2 

Assault (Homicide) 3.8 3.4 4.0 4.5 3.9 3.9 
Legal Intervention 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 

Events of undetermined 
intent 

1.3 1.9 1.9 2.0 1.4 1.7 

Motor Vehicle Accidents 17.5 15.7 17.4 14.7 12.5 15.6 
Other Transport Accidents 1.0 1.1 0.8 1.0 0.6 0.9 
Accidental Drowning and 

Submersion 
0.8 1.1 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 

Other Non-transport 
Accidents 

5.5 5.4 5.0 5.8 5.9 5.5 

Sum – Accidental Cause of 
Death 

24.8 23.3 24.1 22.4 19.9 22.9 

Sum – Non-Disease Relat-
ed Death 

43.2 40.4 42.8 40.2 37.1 40.7 

Sum – All Causes of Death 59.8 58.2 57.0 55.3 52.0 56.5 

 
Fig. 1 Acceptable annual risk continuum for military bridge crossings 
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In general, over the long-term, a conflict can be expected to experience fatalities 
at an ARL of LOW or MODERATE, since the conflict would not continue at 
a sustained ARL of HIGH or EXTREME. Over the course of a conflict, individual 
military units in the conduct of the operation may be exposed to an ARL of HIGH or 
EXTREME for short periods of time (days to months) on individual missions, and 
would likely sustain losses that would render the units unfit for further combat. At 
these higher ARLs, the Pf0 computed using Eq. (2) could be too conservative. This is 
best illustrated by looking at the EXTREME ARL, where “losses may result in com-
plete force annihilation” [9]. In its most simplistic sense, in military operations, 
bridges are obstacles between the current and desired locations of military assets 
required to complete the mission. Thus for a mission given the highest possible ARL 
(i.e. PfARL  100 %), risks taken to get military assets where they are required, such as 
crossing bridges, should have an upper limit corresponding to the unit remaining 
combat effective after completing the crossing. As defined by US military doctrine, 
a military unit is considered to be combat capable at 85 % or greater strength [23]. 
This value of 85 % is being put forth for simplicity as a general approach lacking 
mission specific information. It is evident that at less than 100 % strength and greater 
than 85 % strength a unit will be less combat capable than at 100 % and that under 
85 % strength a unit is not rendered incapable of successfully completing missions, 
although it may be severely hindered. 

For example, assume that a single bridge needs to be crossed to engage the ene-
my. If the bridge fails by rendering the crossing unfit for use, any military vehicles 
that had not yet crossed can no longer support the mission. Although several bridges 
might need to be traversed, only one may contribute significantly to the risk. Thus, the 
goal of maintaining combat capability as defined by [23] would require that 85 % of 
the mission critical vehicles will successfully cross the bridge with for example, 
99.75 % probability, before it is rendered non-functional. The size and vehicle compo-
sition of the mechanized military unit, specifically the number of limiting vehicle 
types involved in the mission, must therefore be considered. For example, an armoured 
brigade typically includes main battle tanks, infantry fighting vehicles and support 
vehicles; the main battle tank causes the most severe load effects and so would be the 
limiting vehicle considered for evaluation. The location of the limiting vehicles in the 
overall convoy (i.e., order of road movement) would also need to be considered in the 
planning stage because these vehicles are most likely to render the crossing unfit for 
use by the vehicles that follow. 

Given that vehicle loading events on bridges are generally assumed independent 
and identically distributed [24-26], in assuming that multiple limiting vehicles are not 
present on the bridge at the same time, to determine the acceptable event probability of 
failure, the binomial probability distribution was used 

 ( ) yn
yY pp

ny
nyP −−








= min1

!!
!)(

min

min , (3) 

where: 
• p is the probability that a single vehicle crossing causes the bridge to fail (e.g. 

where the combined probabilistic load effects exceed the probabilistic capacity 
of the structure to resist the load effects rendering the crossing unfit for use by 
subsequent vehicles); 
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• nmin is the minimum number of limiting vehicles required to cross (which would 
normally be taken as a percentage of total number of limiting vehicles, n); 

• y is the number of failures; 
• PY(y) is the probability that exactly y failures occur in nmin trials. 

When y = 0, Equation (3) simplifies to 

 ( ) min1)0( n
Y pP −= , (3a) 

where: 
• PY(0) is the probability that nmin vehicles can successfully cross prior to failure. 

Equation (3a) can be rearranged to solve for p given nmin and PY(0) 

 [ ] 1
min)0(1
−

−= n
YPp . (3b) 

Given that HIGH and EXTREME ARLs would be more likely employed for mis-
sion or situation-specific circumstances (such as individuals operating limiting 
vehicles within a convoy) and so are not likely to be present for long periods of time, 
it is beneficial to quantify event risk for each vehicle crossing. In order to relate 
probability of bridge failure to risk, as previously defined, it must be assumed that: 

• only the limiting vehicles (counted in the nmin trials) are considered in the risk 
of fatality; 

• each of the limiting vehicles carry the same number of personnel; 
• should a failure occur it will result in fatalities for all personnel in the vehicle;  
• only a single vehicle is present on the bridge at a time. 

Tab. 3 presents the event risk for the crossing of n limiting vehicles, where great-
er than nmin (taken as 0.85 n, rounded up to the nearest integer) vehicles must meet 
a minimum probability, PY(0), that they will successfully cross the bridge prior to 
a failure by overloading that renders the bridge non-functional for subsequent vehicles. 
PY(0) at each ARL is taken such that when n = 1, the event probability of failure does 
not exceed the annual risk given in Eq. (2). Tab. 3 does not relate specifically to 
annual risk because it defines only the risk associated with a single bridge crossing by 
n vehicles for a particular mission. In other words, the event risk values shown in Tab. 
3, are the maximum risks permissible, without situation specific considerations of 
impact of overall mission success or failure, to ensure a mission involving n limiting 
vehicles has a sufficient probability of remaining combat capable after a bridge cross-
ing. It is unknown how often HIGH or EXTREME ARL crossings would occur per 
year (if at all) due to the highly unpredictable nature of warfare. For comparison the 
ARL daily risk of fatality, Pfd, is given in Tab. 3. Using a variant of Eq. (1) this is 
calculated by dividing each year into a series of 365 days 

 ( )365days
day1

yrd 11 ff PP −−= . (4) 

Fig. 1 and Tab. 3 can be used as guidance for determining the minimum level of 
reliability when evaluating bridges based on the ARL specified by a commander or 
conversely after an engineer has quantified the reliability of a bridge, a means to report 
the corresponding level of risk through the chain of command. 

An example of their application would occur at the beginning of a hypothetical 
combat mission. Early in the mission, the ARL for the theatre of operations is desig-
nated by the commander as MODERATE (1 % to 10 % probability of fatality). This 
was decided on the basis of the type of enemy forces, and need to gain military ad- 
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Tab. 3 Event risk for single bridge crossing by a convoy of n vehicles 

ARL 
Boundary 

ARL 
annual 
risk of 
fatality 

(%) 

ARL 
daily 

risk of 
fatality 

(%) 

Py(0) 
Probability 
that 85% 
Vehicle 

Cross (%) 

Event Risk of Bridge Failure (%) for 
Number of  

Vehicles Crossing (n) 

1 10 100 1 000 

EXTREME 99.99 2.5 99.75 0.25 0.028 2.9×0−3 2.9×10−4 
HIGH/ EX-

TREME 70 0.3 99.825 0.175 0.019 2.1×10−3 2.1×10−4 

MODERATE/ 
HIGH 10 0.03 99.975 0.025 2.8×10−3 2.9×10−4 2.9×10−5 

LOW/ MOD-
ERATE 1 0.003 99.9975 2.5×10−3 2.8×10−4 2.9×10−5 2.9×10−6 

NEGLIGIBLE/ 
LOW 0.04 0.0001 99.9999 1×10−4 1.1×10−5 1.2×10−6 1.2×10−7 

 
vantage to capture a high-value target. Thus, military engineers rate the Load Classifi-
cation (MLC) of existing bridges in the theatre of operations for a MODERATE ARL 
using Fig. 1 (annual probability of bridge fatality ranging from 0.0025 % to 0.025 %). 
During the combat mission, the location of a particular high-value target is identified. 
Military planners estimate that ten MLC 22 (Wheeled) vehicles would likely be suffi-
cient to capture the high-value target. However, they would need to cross an MLC 14 
(Wheeled) bridge, rated for a MODERATE ARL. The proximity of the bridge to the 
high-value target requires that the crossing be uncontrolled. Military engineers are 
requested to determine the reliability of the crossing, which they deem to correspond 
to an event life-safety crossing risk of 0.006 %. From Tab. 3, this is equivalent to a 
HIGH ARL crossing and so implies more risk than the MODERATE ARL designation 
for the mission. With this information, the commander can decide to accept this level 
of risk in using the bridge, or consider alternative options. 

4. Conclusions 
In military operations, varying levels of risk can be appropriate to achieve mission 
success. By conducting a risk assessment, a military commander may benefit by 
allowing personnel to assume greater risks in bridge crossings. The acceptable life-
safety risk of crossing bridges is defined as being proportional to the overall life-safety 
risk (e.g. Acceptable Risk Level) of individual military personnel. Should this Ac-
ceptable Risk Level change, by maintaining this proportionality, the acceptable life-
safety risk in using bridges will also change. Fig. 1 and Tab. 3 outline the maximum 
acceptable risk of bridge failure given the ARL of the associated military mission. 
This maximum acceptable risk is an upper bound of the optimal risk for bridges 
crossings by military vehicles. This continuum of acceptable life-safety risk for bridge 
crossings by military personnel provides military commanders with flexibility in 
mission planning and execution, while providing engineers a basis to conduct military 
bridge evaluation that is consistent with the mission intent. 
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